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UK/Italy   1968 
138 minutes        Certificate A 
 
Director  Franco Zeffirelli  
Photography Pasqualino De Santis 
Music   Nino Rota 
 
Cast: 
Olivia Hussey   Juliet   
Leonard Whiting Romeo 
John McEnery   Mercutio 
Milo O'Shea   Friar Laurence 
Pat Heywood   The Nurse 
Robert Stephens  The Prince 
Michael York   Tybalt 
Bruce Robinson  Benvolio 
Paul Hardwick   Lord Capulet 
Natasha Parry   Lady Capulet 
Antonio Pierfederici Lord Montague 
Esmeralda Ruspoli Lady Montague 
 
I studied Romeo and Juliet when doing my O Levels and we were taken to our local art centre to see this film. I recall 
feeling that the film conveyed the drama so much more vividly than when we dryly read scenes in the classroom.  As a 
result, I retain great affection for the film. 
 
Almost 50 years from its first screening (the Royal Command Performance on 4 March 1968), I believe this is still one 
of the most accessible Shakespearian adaptations and an ideal choice for our nearest slot to Valentine’s Day. 
 
Bearing in mind other titles released that year included Oliver!, Rosemary’s Baby, Night of the Living Dead, 2001: A 
Space Odyssey and If…. then for Zeffirelli’s film to win two Oscars (Best Cinematography and Best Costume Design) 
was no small achievement.  Incidentally it was also nominated for Best Picture and Best Director. 
 
Although much of Shakespeare's dialogue was cut for the film (leading to the poster having a rather cheeky 
screenplay credit for Franco Brusati and Masolini D’Amico and not the “Bard”), the film appealed to the youthful, 
counter-cultural generation of the late 60s with its realism, the passion of the lovers, the brief nudity of the couple on 
their wedding night (morning), and its contemporary feel. The film's reinterpreted modern message, coupled with 
youthful, idealistic, yet strong-willed and rebellious heroes heralding dreams of peace, love, and freedom, have made 
the two lead characters representative, anti-establishment icons. 
 
This was the first Shakespeare film that received a classification other than "U" (all ages) by the British censors. Prior 
to this, Shakespeare adaptations were automatically granted a "U," but the censors ultimately awarded it an “A” rating 
due to the nudity and the crypt scene. This stood for 'Adult', and denoted that the film might contain material 
unsuitable for children under 16. 
 
Which of course raises (every pun intended!), the scene revealing Romeo’s 
naked backside. What was most revolutionary about this scene actually has 
less to do with bared skin than the context in which that skin is bared.  
 
I think it can be argued that the single greatest concession to the spirit of ’68 
that the filmmakers made in Romeo and Juliet is the decision to show that free 
love was hardly a brand new idea. One has to look long and hard to find 
evidence in Shakespeare’s verse proving that Romeo and Juliet were sexually 
active. But one need only realize that Juliet is just as naked. as Romeo 



beneath those sheets on the bed in which they lie to find evidence that they were sexually active in the film. 
 
History does not record the reactions to that famous scene of The Queen, Prince Philip or their 20-year-old eldest son, 
all of whom were at the first screening.  
 
One further major milestone for the film was that for the first time on the big screen, the titular teenage lovers were 
actually played by teenagers, Leonard Whiting and Olivia Hussey, ones with whom those teens making up the target 
audience could identify much more readily than the 30-something year old actors cast in previous versions.   
 
Director Zeffirelli described Whiting’s discovery, made from 300 youngsters who auditioned during more than three 
months: "He has a magnificent face, gentle melancholy, sweet, the kind of idealistic young man Romeo ought to be." 
 
Zeffirelli’s performers breathe understanding into every ornate phrase, translating the sixteenth-century prose into 
something fresh and modern.  When Romeo first spies Juliet, you believe--even before he speaks--that he's 
irreparably in love. Their balcony scene is wonderfully passionate, and the finale all the more potent for Laurence 
Olivier's uncredited narration.  

 
Olivier agreed to play that role because he was so impressed 
with Zeffirelli's work for the National Theatre, of which Olivier 
was director at the time. Not only was Olivier the narrator, but 
as Franco Zeffirelli has also confirmed, he dubbed Antonio 
Pierfederici's voice (due to the actor's heavy Italian accent) 
and he also lent his voice to other anonymous characters.  
 
The film was shot in Italy between Rome, Tuscany and the 
North of the country. This, along with the costumes, gave the 
impression of real Renaissance Italy in Verona, during the 
time when Romeo and Juliet are written to have lived, as well 
as when their tragic love story unfolded. The colours are very 
cheerful and bright, which means that the light was of primary 

importance in the sequences – there is always some light during the scenes that should be set at night. The balcony 
scene, for example, starts at night and ends at the first light of the day, which explains why Mercutio and Benvolio 
wonder where Romeo had been all night. This is a juxtaposition to the story which is, of course, much darker, and is 
representative of a fresh mode of visual storytelling from Zeffirelli’s team. 
 
The music on the film’s soundtrack is also much loved.  Composed and conducted by Nino Rota the original vinyl 
release contained nine entries, most notably the song "What Is a Youth", composed by Nino Rota, written by Eugene 
Walter and performed by Glen Weston. "Love Theme from Romeo and Juliet", also known as "A Time for Us", is 
an instrumental arranged by Henry Mancini.  It was a number-one pop hit in the United States during the year 1969.  It 
subsequently became the backing track to the “Our Tune” feature on Simon Bates’s radio programme. 
  
In the end, Romeo and Juliet was a huge box office success, earning a total of $38.9 million off of a budget of only 
about $850,000, making it the 6th highest grossing film of the 
year. It additionally earned $14.5 million in domestic rentals at 
the North American box office in 1969, and another $1.7 
million in rentals when it was re-released in 1973. The review 
aggregator website Rotten Tomatoes rates the film as "Fresh," 
with a score of 97% based on 34 reviews and an average 
rating of 7.8/10. This score is accompanied by the consensus 
review: "The solid leads and arresting visuals make a case for 
Zeffirelli's Romeo and Juliet as the definitive cinematic 
adaptation of the play." To this day, this version of the film is 
the one most commonly shown to high school English classes 
as the more or less faithful recreation of Shakespeare's 
beloved tragedy. 
 
Iain McGlashan 
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A collection of classic Hollywood cinema posters found in perfect condition after being 
used as a carpet underlay for decades are to be sold. 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-wales-south-east-wales-40966146 

The 70 prints featuring 
Alfred Hitchcock, Sir 
Laurence Olivier, Henry 
Fonda and John Wayne 
were used in Cardiff 
cinemas from 1936 to 
1940. 

But two builders later 
stumbled upon them while 
renovating the home of a 
late cinema owner in 
Penarth in 1985. 
 
They have been put up for 
auction but are so rare 
there is no guide price. 

The posters, which are up to 
3m (10ft) tall, were turned into 
makeshift underlay after once 
being used in the New 
Theatre, Capitol, Empire and 
Olympia cinema theatres. 

They include Alfred 
Hitchcock's second Hollywood 
feature, Foreign 
Correspondent, in 1940 and 
John Wayne's breakthrough 
film, Stagecoach, in 1939. 

Also included is Fire Over 
England, the first British film to 
have its premiere in Los 

Angeles and the first to pair together Hollywood stars Sir Laurence Olivier and Vivien Leigh in 1937. 

They have been kept in pristine condition after being found by the builders. 

Auctioneer Ben Rogers Jones, of 
Rogers Jones & Co, said valuing 
the posters was "nearly 
impossible" because there was 
no comparison "in terms of titles, 
condition and size of some of 
them". 

"It wasn't just the sheer volume of 
them that was impressive but the 
condition was fantastic 
considering their age and the 
imposing size of the 12-sheet 
posters," he added.  

 



Comments and reactions to: Fuglene Over Sundet  

Important story but blandly shot and surprisingly uninvolving     Excellent 
Fear and desperation well portrayed (Poor camera work)                Excellent film  
Super camera work and well depicted                              Good for the Danes 
 Kept the tension up throughout – excellent cinematography         Maintained tension well 
 Soul searching film – when will we learn!                 Interesting and moving film 
Much too slow! Enjoyed Victor Borge          An interesting film, well acted  
Very moving and atmospheric – excellent acting        Splendid story, beautifully told!          
Thoroughly good film, very thought provoking          Not widely known – unsung heroes! 
Compelling, but the relationships were not quite right 
So pleased to have had the opportunity to watch and learn  
Very harrowing film but very well done to catch the mood  
 Good to see love and generosity eventually win out over hate and greed 
A gripping story, but I would rather have seen a film about how the Danes organised the help 
they gave the Jews 
I didn’t know anything about this part of history.  The Danes should be very proud of their 
history.  
A moving story which was done no favours by the cinéma vérité camera technique blended 
with atmospheric shots which gave a film that lacked coherence  
Score  0 1 2 3 4 5 6  7 8   9  10 
   ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 4 8 10 17 2 1 
Number of reaction slips received = 42    Average Score = 7.19 
 

Position Film Average Score 
1st Lion 8.46 
2nd Hidden Figures 8.4 
3rd A United Kingdom 8.28 
4th I, Daniel Blake 7.78 
5th La Familie Belier 7.7 
6th Fuglene Over Sundet (Across the Waters) 7.19  
7th  Hell’s Angels 6.03 
8th La La Land 5.61 
9th Mediterraneo 5.47 

 

Our next film on 22 February:  
 

40 years since it was released this remains 
“a powerful film about love and war.” 

 

This tender and touching drama about a woman with 
two very different men in her life won many awards. 

 
Nominated for eight Academy Awards--and winning for 

Best Actress (Jane Fonda), Best Actor (Jon Voight), and 
Best Original Screenplay. 

 
All three leads are extremely good in a movie which 

takes on a sensitive subject. 


